


ONE WORD IN TI"IIS ISSUE STICKS IN MY
MIND: SACCI-IAROIDAL. Admittedly, t'd never
come across it before reading it in this monlh's
Artnotes from WA correspondent Nien Schwarz.
Schwarz introduces an exhibition of delicate
pab de verre sculptures which, she says,
push its'saccharoidal boundaries', referring
to artist Brooke Zeligman's ingenuity with
this medium's granular, sugarlike texture.

As a geological term, one might expect that
the handy-outdoorsy-tomahawk-wielding woman
with the slightly distant look on this month's cover
image has some familiarity with this word The
inspiration for choosing this image, a recent work
by Arlene TextaQueen, relates to the lirst three
articles in this issue; a 'feminist'trilogy which
called lor something suitably striking, something
quite anti-saccharine One ol the interviewees in

Melissa Miles's lead article this month, 'Whose
Art Counts?', sug/gests the under-representation
of women in the Australia art world is tied to their
lack of aggressive self-promotion in comparison
to men Our cover image obviously dispels this
notion of meekness And yet softness - the texture
of memory the material scale of domesticity -
can also subvert as Kathy Temin, the subject of
Natalie King's article, displays with her work.

The late Joan Kerr (1 938-2004) arguably
achieved more lor the recognition of Australia's
women artists than anyone before her or since. ln
view of next month's launch of the long-awaited
anthology of Kerr's writings on architecture and
art, we publish Susan Steggall's account of Kerr's
great gift for'stirring the possum'throughout her
maverick scholarly pursuits. ln Kerr's innovative
article on the art of cake decorating, for example,
she goads: 'When luture generations visit our
hallowed aesthetic halls, let them meet cake '1

Jo Holder, friend and collaborator with Kerr
(and co-editor ol the forthcoming anthology),
tackles art's civic imperative through the lens of
a town called Wollongong and its gallery's 30rh

anniversary exhibition earlier this year. Heading
west with a circuitous spirit of inquiry is John von
Sturmer's twist (or untwist) on a current group
show at Parramatta Artists Studios, one which
to his delight has no apparent 'axe to grind' And
Pat Hoffie, 'purveying' less a politics of gender
than its broader imperial guise, is positioned
as a 'southern/western'artist in Anni Doyle's
response to Hoffie's recent monograph and
accompanying exhibition, Fully Exploited Labour.

TextaQueen's cover image, Jillaroo by the Loo,
with its overt stockwoman pose, also entertains
the lantasy ol its model, Ginny (an emigrant from
the UK, pictured with Pearl, the kelpie), of fhe
Australian way ol life. The spaces between reality
and appearance similarly inscribe the many layers
of Danie Mellor's art with its own challenges to
national identity and sense of heritage. A closer look
at Mellor's winning work for this year's 'Telstras'
is preceded by Jane Healy's evocation oI the Top
End's Garma Festival, the power of the face and
body never better expressed or imagined', writes
Healy, 'than here at the bunggulldance) ceremony'

Alan Dodge's rich grasp of American
art shines through in his review o1 the recent
Queensland Art G3llery's American lmpressionism
& Realism exhibition, as does the re-ignition oI
John Conomos's respect lor Salvador Dali after
seeing his'blockbustel retrospective exhibition,
curated by the National Gallery of Victoria's Ted
Gott. ln a further nod to the blokes, Laini Burton
relives Ben Quilty's coming of age through his
first survey exhibition, curated by Lisa Slade,

at the Queensland University Art Museum. A
woman writing on a man's show curated by a
woman may just confirm Miles's point about
undue attention on male artists given the high
percentage of women arts professionals. Burton
concedes: ' what is striking about Quilty's work
is that it is so "white heterosexual male" and yet so
unequivocally broad in its appeal'- a statement
which both amplifies and disavows the issue.

Yours (with a snip and snail),

Maurice
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